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The Rise of the Drones
Graeme Bencke, Fund Manager

Innovation Frontier

In January 2022 Millie the Jack Russell was in serious 
danger. She was lost and scared on the dangerous 
Hampshire mudflats as the tide began to rise, and the 
best efforts of police, coastguards and firefighters had 
failed to secure her rescue. Her situation seemed 
hopeless until in stepped a local search and rescue team 
who managed to lure her to safety using a freshly 
cooked sausage… tied to a drone.



Millie’s rescuers provide a neat, if somewhat niche, 
example of how use cases for new technologies expand 
when human ingenuity starts to interact. Costs fall as 
demand increases and small additional breakthroughs 
provide new opportunities for innovation. In few recent 
cases is this truer than for the humble drone (or 
'Unmanned Aerial Vehicle' to be more precise). The 
number of drones produced over the past five years 
has exploded and commercial drones alone are 
expected to continue to grow at a compounding annual 
rate of 57% from 2021 to 2028 (1). Drones are now 
routinely used across a variety of industries and tackle a 
huge range of tasks

Some of the more unusual examples include tracking 
koalas in the Australian bush, rescuing drowning 
swimmers off the Spanish coast and ferrying organs for 
transplant. However, the majority of uses are far more 
prosaic, but still important. The most significant use case 
in industrial settings is for monitoring and inspection. 
Armed with different 'visual' sensors drones can map the 
ground using lasers (LIDAR), assess building insulation 
using thermal imaging and inspect miles of transmission 
cables using high-definition video.



Drones are at work in our warehouses doing stock 
checks, spraying paddy fields, scanning for sharks, 
seeding forests, filming sport and even herding 
elephants. Large corporations such as Amazon and UPS 
are testing drones for package delivery and the 
limitations are increasingly regulatory rather than 
technical.



When reviewing different frontiers of innovation, it is 
often the case that the development happens most 
quickly when several technologies crystallise around the 
same time.


https://wildlifedrones.net/thermal-imaging-survey-to-detect-koalas/
https://wildlifedrones.net/thermal-imaging-survey-to-detect-koalas/
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/drone-rescuing-drowning-boy
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/drone-rescuing-drowning-boy
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/chennai-hospital-unveils-drone-that-can-carry-organs-for-transplant/articleshow/93970907.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/chennai-hospital-unveils-drone-that-can-carry-organs-for-transplant/articleshow/93970907.cms
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Advancement in battery chemistries has led to increased 
flight times, laser emitting semiconductors have reduced 
the weight and cost of LIDAR, 5G allows for rapid data 
transfer, and advanced image processors give the 
machines greater autonomy without excessive power 
drain.



Each of these elements provides an indirect opportunity 
for investing in enablers of the growth of drones without 
investing directly in the manufacturers of the finished 
articles. This is very helpful, particularly when you 
consider that by far the most dominant player in the civil 
drone market is a private Chinese company, DJI 
Technology based in Shenzhen, with the distant second 
being Parrot SA, which although publicly listed, has 
performed poorly over the past 10 years.



The other route to investment in this fast-growing 
industry is through the adopters and beneficiaries of the 
devices, or of the data they produce. Drones which are 
used to perform regular scheduled monitoring on 
physical assets such as bridges and dams provide the 
manager of the asset with data to build 4D digital 
models. These capture not only the 3D geometry but 
the evolution of the object over time, helping to assess 
wear patterns or identify required maintenance.



This significantly reduces the traditional cost of manual 
inspection and allows it to happen much more 
frequently and in greater detail. Sophisticated users are 
beginning to implement design software based on video 
game graphic technologies to create incredibly detailed 
models which can then be viewed using virtual reality 
tools. The software vendors pursuing this opportunity, 
companies like Bentley Systems or Autodesk, tend to be 
highly profitable with wide competitive moats.



Across the commercial drone market the Amati 
Strategic Innovation Fund's primary exposure is through 
our investment in Ambarella, the image processing chip 
designer which is perfectly positioned for the required 
characteristics of low weight and low power 
consumption but high processing speed. 

The Dark Side

Their chips provide the intelligence behind the computer 
vision allowing for fully autonomous navigation as well as 
features such as target tracking and collision avoidance.






"From violent extremists to great powers, everyone is 
using unmanned aerial systems." "l believe that's today's 
IED."


While there are an enormous variety of positive uses for 
drones, sadly much of the recent news on the subject 
has come from the thornier world of defence. Since the 
senseless invasion of Ukraine in February last year we 
have heard much of the use of drones as both weapons 
and tools of surveillance. The lack of direct intervention 
by the Western military has excluded the more 
sophisticated high altitude combat drones, such as the 
Predator which can launch its own weapons, with the 
focus instead being on much simpler devices more akin 
to those in the commercial world. In some cases retail 
drones have simply been taped with explosives for very 
short flights over enemy installations. A sort of radio-
controlled equivalent of the mortar. While these have 
proved to be surprisingly effective, there is increasing 
talk of the provision of so-called ‘kamikaze’ drones such 
as the Switchblade, supplied by the US company, 
AeroVironment. These small ‘Tactical Missile Systems’ 
offer the ability to loiter for long periods before attacking 
a target and are believed to already have an addressable 
market of over $2bn. However, regardless of the guise, 
drones have firmly forged a position in the arsenal of 
modern warfare and present new and complex 
challenges to defend against.


















General McConville, U.S. Army Chief of staff, 3/8/22



Source: AeroVironment



One of the Innovation Fund's holdings has devoted 
considerable resources to tackling this challenge 
through the use of small but highly effective mobile 
radars. Leonardo-DRS, through the acquisition of 
RADA, provides pioneering vehicle mounted modules 
which detect incoming objects from missiles to small 
arms fire, as well as drones. This allows the vehicles 
own armament to target and shoot down the weapons 
before they strike.

Source: Leonardo DRS
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The investable 'cluster' of companies exposed to the 
military drone market is relatively broad, with many of 
the larger US and European defence companies 
exposed to some extent as either pioneers or adopters. 
Northrop-Grumman, Lockheed Martin Corp, BAE 
Systems all invest in this area, but only as part of a much 
wider product range. By contrast companies such as 
AeroVironment or Elbit Systems provide a more 
focused exposure to drones.



The Fund has no direct investments in this space 
(beyond Ambarella and Leonardo-DRS mentioned 
above) but we remain interested in the technological 
development and the significant spending that will be 
directed here over the coming years - not least to 
counter the threat that drones can pose. The arena of 
drone counter measures is seeing truly remarkable 
innovation, some of which would not look out of place in 
science fiction of the recent past. For example, our team 
has spent considerable time investigating the 
development and application of lasers across a 
multitude of uses including defence against drones. The 
development of powerful 'directed energy' weapons 
has now become a reality and will be the starting point 
for the next 'Unleashing Innovation' report.Drones have proved to be highly effective as individual 

weapons, but they are increasingly hunting in packs. 
'Swarm' techniques can allow a large number of 
machines to attack a target, or group of targets, 
simultaneously. This approach is designed to 
overwhelm the opponent's defences, and as such 
present an additional level of complexity. In the 
commercial world we increasingly see examples of 
swarms in large outdoor events in place of traditional 
fireworks. This coordinated behaviour was impressively 
demonstrated in China in May 2021 when High Great 
Innovation Technology in Shenzhen created an aerial 
display incorporating 5,164 drones operating together. 
While this took months of coordination it nevertheless 
demonstrates the scale of the potential issue.

Source: DroneDJ
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Risk Warning
This article is a financial promotion issued by Amati 
Global Investors Limited, which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. It is 
provided for informational purposes only and does not 
represent an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any 
securities; nor does it provide all the facts needed to 
make an informed decision about investing in the Fund. 
Prospective investors should always read the Key 
Investor Information Document and the Prospectus, 
which contain full details of the costs and charges 
applicable to the Fund as well as specific risk warnings. 
These documents are available at 
www.amatiglobal.com.


Past performance is not a reliable guide to future 
performance. The value of investments and the income 
from them may go down as well as up and is not 
guaranteed; investors may not get back the amount 
originally invested. 


The return on investments in overseas markets may 
increase or decrease as a result of exchange rate 
movements. There may be occasions where there is an 
increased risk that a position in the Fund cannot be 
liquidated in a timely manner and at a reasonable price. 
In extreme circumstances this may affect the ability of 
the Fund to meet redemption requests upon demand.
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